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257 RESPONSES 
193 extremely likely to recommend			42 likely to recommend
7 unlikely or likely to recommend				6 unlikely to recommend
9 extremely unlikely to recommend 

RESPONSES RECEIVED FROM PATIENTS
I am very happy with the Service in general. All the GP have given me good care. The opening hours are good and is so the staff at the Reception. 
I was seen promptly and received excellent treatment.
Dr, his patience and knowledge and overall care. Also the ladies on the front desk are lovely and helpful
Not waiting too long, helpful reception.
A perfect consultation.  Unhurried, kind an good conclusion. Perfect.
Excellent medical care within a perceptive environment,
Appointment system works well, helpful receptionists (unlike many other gp practices), drs hold sensible conversations with patients and don't patronise them.
Very satisfied with the physiotherapist today.
Doctors and nurses seem unqualified and rude.
Very helpful advice given by physiotherapist.
It was a comfortable experience
A very efficient practice.  Friendly, and informative.
Seen on time and doctor was pleasant and seemed on the ball.
The nurse was lovely
The doctor took his time to listen to all my concerns and gave me thorough check up and treatment.
One of the partners saved my partner's life. They are always most conscientious.
Very happy with NP while Dr was there. Now not so
Dr is a terrific GP
Staff, doctors, location, friendliness
Practice, GPs, nurses and health visitor are extraordinary but some of receptionists are very unkind and always in the bad mood.
Very professional
V good experience
"Very nice helpful, friendly, knowledgeable staff.
Thank you"
Good service doctors who listen.
Very helpful
The admin and medical staff put patients first.
Friendly and efficient reception team and thorough and thoughtful medical care from Dr 
Efficient. On time. Thoughtful.
To myself personally, it is an extremely caring and friendly practice. The doctor that I tend to see, is patient, takes the time to listen to me and cert
All round excellent practice
Good/helpful/useful doctors appointment today
Good service from all the staff.
Very unhelpful appointment booking practices.
The doctor was listening to everything I was saying and she really made me feel welcome.  She proper looked after me thank you to her.
Nurse is great.
So far I have found everyone I have dealt with in the Practice pleasant and helpful.
Unable to see the same Dr more than once as they seem to keep leaving 3 so far, so I unable to build a rapport with a Doctor, I have seen a Doctor today
Professional, very good staff and I always get an appointment when I need.
Same day appointments
Dr was very caring and efficient. He showed great consideration and imagination.
Great service
Great team
Service with a smile, and the friendly attitude of your staff.
Doctor was very pleasant and thorough
I find the staff helpful and the appointment time for the most part kept to time as it was today.  The practice is also clean in appearance.
Helpful and friendly
I felt that it was not valuable and I had little choice in attending as I am very well versed in my medical conditions. So it felt like a routine appoint
I could get my blood tests immediately
The doctor was absolutely fine, it is just so difficult to book an appointment and not right having to wait three weeks or more before being able to see
Quick response for appointment request and clear advice from Doctor.
It's the third time that I have seen Dr and I think she is brilliant. She comes across as so warm and genuine. 
Always great Drs
I was seen straight away. The doctor and all staff were very nice - as they always are
Organised. Sympathetic.
It's is an amazing surgery and I'm very grateful to all the staff.
Punctual, efficient, thoughtful.
Efficient courteous staff, Knowledgeable & Compassionate Doctors
Efficient and receptionist helpful and friendly
Without a doubt, the main reason for recommending the Newman Practice is the advice given by Dr.
I turned up 20mins late and the doctor still decided to see me. Very kind and helpful
It is a well run great surgery
Seen promptly, good advice
I was able to get a same day appointment, was seen on time and both front of house and the GP very friendly and accommodating.
Staff seem to take a personal interest and give the time necessary
Friendly, efficient, thorough and effective treatment
Dr was very good.
[Efficient and helpful reception staff, dr is thoughtful and knowledgeable but listens and uses his knowledge to think with the patient. 
Fast and simple service
Was seen promptly, the doctor was helpful and thorough. Thank you. 
The quick response and accommodating me in regards to my urgency
A very well run practice with excellent doctors
I always get an appointment same day as long as I call in early or go to reception early
On time, helpful doctor.
Reliable and professional but much more difficult to get appointments than it used to be
Very attentive care.
Same day appointment, punctual appointment, very efficient! I love the NHS!
Excellent care and service
Satisfied with consultation.
Excellent treatment
Efficient..
Professional


